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EDITOR’S RANT
Feeling like a broken record, I’m happy to report the real estate
market is as hot as anyone can remember. And beyond the customary
rhetoric, we actually have some stat’s and opinions of others to back
up the claims this time.
The simple chart here is some measure of evidence, constructed from the
backstories in PubTIC News since the beginning of 2015. The first column
is all real estate-related stories, which includes ASX announcements from
the corporates and redevelopment projects, as well as the stories on pubs
coming to market (second column) and those sold (on or off-market, third
column).
Obviously 2017 is not quite over, and yet it leads the chart in all measures.
Convincing, albeit anecdotal, evidence of the market frenzy we’ve been
parroting for the past year or so.
But it could be a hot market is descriptive of one that can burn, and noone is suggesting now is the time to sell the farm and hitch a ride on the
gravy train. For all the activity, there comes some furthering of the diversion
between pubs with potential and those that will only ever simmer at best.
Even as yields sharpen surgically in most markets, they are still sweeter
than those on comparable assets in other sectors. While some risk and
significant commitment come with pub ownership, the returns continue to
outstrip all but a few business types.
In other news, PubTIC is very sad to announce the untimely passing of
liquor media legend, good friend of the editor and part-time PubTIC writer,
Amy Looker.
When I began in the business of talking about pubs, Amy was already
the reigning queen of the liquor trade, with her pick of all the swankiest of
events, and suppliers to the off-premise sector fawning for her attentions.
Possessing a sabre wit and social guile that saw people regularly disarmed
or put in their place by a cutting observation delivered with a bold, cheeky
smile, Amy was just as happy looking stunning dressed as Scarlett O’Hara
at the Liquor Awards as she was parked on the couch watching the
Bathurst 1000.
A brief and ultimately overwhelming battle with flu saw her taken, just hours
after posting classically Amy jokes on social media about preferring a
hangover, and the sublime pleasure of a saline drip in hospital.
We will all miss you, Amy. And the world is a darker place without your
mischievous, black humour.
Cheers,
Clyde
clyde@pubtic.com.au

Dan Akyroyd, Amy Erica Looker
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A TRUE NATIONAL PUBS TEAM
2017 NATIONAL LANDMARK TRANSACTIONS
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September saw the annual Australian Hotels Association National Awards for Excellence dinner and
ceremony. Nearly 500 VIPs and industry guests attended to witness the crowning of the best of the
best. Clyde Mooney reports
Nominees in each of the National Awards’ 40 categories come
from winners of corresponding awards at the state level, meaning
competition is always very high.
This year was held again at the magnificent RACV Royal Pines
Resort, on the Gold Coast, itself the recipient of a wall full of
awards from the QHA. The venue boasts a sprawling outdoor
area that was staged for the pre-drinks and canapes, and the
Individual’s awards for the night.
This first stage culminated with what was likely a first for an AHA
Awards night, a dedicated fireworks display that lit up the crowd
on the clear pre-Spring evening.
“We’ve been lucky to have been able to host part of the Awards
outside, given the time of year and the location, so that adds
another aspect to the evening,” notes AHA CEO Stephen
Ferguson. “It coincides as well, as a lot of our venues have an
outdoor element to them.”
This year counted 288 nominees across 40 categories, including
44 individuals nominated six times.
6 | September 2017 PubTIC

AHA President Scott Leach, Hall of Fame winner Mark Robertson and
wife, Diageo CEO David Smith

In a category of his own, 2017 saw Mark Robertson OAM
inducted into the AHA National Hall of Fame.
Robertson has been a key player at the Victorian AHA,
particularly regarding property acquisition and in the

TRADE FEATURE
establishment of AHA charitable activities. He has served as the
AHA metropolitan vice-president since 2008.
“It is both a privilege and honour to be able to contribute to
the well-being of our wonderful industry for the benefit of all
stakeholders, employers, suppliers, employees and of course our
customers,” offered Robertson on the accolade.

Victoria, and more recently NSW and Queensland.
A spokesperson for the group told PubTIC it comes down to
customer service and morale.

Lion trade director Doug May, with AHA WA President Neil Randall
for State Buildings

The coveted award for Overall Hotel of the Year went to the
magnificent State Buildings, Perth, the collection of hospitality
offerings within the city’s former Lands, Titles and Treasury
buildings. One of these is COMO The Treasury, with its
dining space Wildflower, which itself won Best Restaurant –
Metropolitan.

“We believe it has to do with consistency and ensuring staff
and clientele are happy. We always look to evolve and provide
innovative solutions, not only day-to-day, but through developing
systems to provide the most efficient and fun workplace
possible.”
The influential prize for the Best Marketed Hotel - General
Division went to Arthur Laundy and Fraser Short’s Watsons Bay
Boutique Hotel.

The Award for Best Redeveloped Hotel - General Division
went to ALH’s Crows Nest Hotel, on Sydney’s north shore. The
renovation cost over $10 million, and includes four bars, with
craft beer and boutique wine bars, a rooftop terrace, gaming
room and a space for live music, which takes place three nights
a week.
“ALH are delighted that the extensive renovation we recently
undertook at the Crow Nest Hotel was recognised at the AHA
National awards,” offers NSW State Manager Lukas McKay.
Best Hotel Group Operator was taken out by Colonial Leisure
Group, which boasts operations in Western Australia and

Watsons Bay you’re shining! Image: Instagram

Winner of Group Operator Colonial Leisure,
with AHA CEO Stephen Ferguson

Trail-blazing in an industry that almost can’t do too much selfpromotion, the Hotel wisely utilises its location overlooking Sydney
harbour to create social media that people like and will share.
Tapping into the snowballing growth of Instagram – particularly
suited to showing off picturesque content – the WBBH boasts
almost 42,000 followers (at time of publication), representing a
huge self-made audience for maintaining a presence.
September 2017 PubTIC | 7
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The site of fairy tale weddings and pilgrimages to spend a day on
the foreshore, many of the thousands of social media posts are
an inspired mix of beautiful images with subtle branding.
Another crucial category in the life of the modern pub, Best
Bistro – Metropolitan went to The Pumphouse Hotel, Melbourne.
The family operation identified the need for a refocus on its food
& beverage, and began implementing new ideas and being more
aggressive with marketing. Research into alternatives including
sustainable meats brought the elements of health benefits and
positive impact on the environment to the menu.
Owner Tony Vujic and his daughter Jasmine say they are happy
and honoured to have received the award, and report the changes
in practises and planning have “unlocked the business” and had
the additional benefits of greater accountability and motivation
amongst staff and themselves.
“To suggest that we are not overwhelmed to be the winner would
be an understatement given the competition,” offered Tony. “It
has also been a major triumph for our front and back of house
management teams, as we have genuinely over the last 18
months been striving to maintain our relevance and customer
share in an ever-growing dining market in Melbourne.”
And from the kitchen, some alternative meat choices, free from
growth hormones, antibiotics or chemicals.
“We have introduced kangaroo, wallaby, goat, venison, crocodile,
emu, wild boar, game birds, buffalo and camel onto the menu –
and it has been an astounding success.”
Another success has been the George Tavern, in NSW’s Green
Hills, which earned the Award for Outstanding Community Service
& Achievement for its great work with charitable organisations
including the Harry Meyn Foundation, the Mark Hughes
Foundation and many local schools and sporting groups, as well
as local individuals, including former employee Dom Punch, who
suffered a paralysing spinal cord injury in a rugby accident in 2015.
The pub has held numerous fundraisers and events in his honour,
with last year seeing Punchy’s Carpark Party, with entertainment,
pop-up bars and food vans, and all tickets sale proceeds to his
trust fund.
“We’ve been fortunate enough to help a number of groups and
members of our local community, which is something we really
pride ourselves on,” owner Janine Redman told the Maitland
Mercury.

Nightlife’s Phil Brown, Clyde Mooney, and AHA WA President
Neil Randall

“I am proud to say that venues and staff from our state were
some of the night’s biggest winners,” said Whelan.
“I would like to congratulate all the winners from the night and
all the nominees who achieved so much just to get there. I am
continually impressed by the depth of talent and will to succeed
in our industry.”
Picking up an impressive eight awards plus a Hall of Famer, the
Victorian AHA was present and similarly chuffed.
“What a fabulous night it was celebrating all that is fantastic
about our industry. All of us at AHA (Vic) are incredibly proud of
the ongoing commitment our members make to the hospitality
industry.”
Reaching across the nation for four Awards, wins in top categories
Overall Hotel of the Year and the coveted Best Restaurant, reflect
WA’s hospitality environment and efforts to prevail.
“The results for Western Australia are fantastic and a reflection
of the high calibre of offerings that businesses in the West have
worked hard to achieve and maintain,” said AHA(WA) CEO
Bradley Woods. Bringing home three Awards, the land of wineries
and Churches rightly earned Best Entertainment, Outdoor Area,
and Best Tourism Initiative for the National Wine Centre.
“These awards show that South Australian Hotels are among
the best in the country and continue to lead the Australian Hotel
Industry in a range of areas,” gushes AHA|SA general manager
Ian Horne.
“These hotels should be justifiably proud of their achievements.”

HEADS OF STATE
“The hotel industry is one of the most dynamic in the nation
and a week rarely goes by without the launch of new ideas,
renovations or complete re-developments at venues right across
the country,” summarised AHA National President and NSW
President, Scott Leach.
CEO of the NSW branch, John Whelan, said for once he was
happy to be a New South Welshman in Queensland as his State
picked up 11 gongs at the Awards.
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AHA Awards 2017 flare bartender
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Pink Panther burst onto our gaming screens 10 years ago. Since then,
the world’s coolest cat has proven to be one of our most successful
and enduring game brands in Australia having sold over 5,000
new games across the e-Star and Equinox cabinets in 2010 with
the sequel Pink Panther Returns.
Now we welcome back Pink Panther in 2017.
Meticulously crafted to deliver an exciting and entertaining
gaming experience that incorporates contemporary
game trends with the latest generation technology. Pink
Panther is available now with three brilliant new titles –
Kalahari King, Mega Mariachi and Many Fortunes, with
Big Ned Kelly coming soon.
Talk to your Sales Representative about this and
any of our other great games!
THE PINK PANTHER TM & © 1964-2017
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

Ray Brown 0417 234 001 David Grey 0410 536 146

Head Office and Showroom
4 Newington Road,
Silverwater NSW 2128
Phone: 02 8707 6300 www.sggaming.com/australia
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Pub Real Estate
Across The Wide
Brown Land

As price and yield records are challenged
and multi-speed economies continue to
diverge, we take a big look at the big picture
of the buying and selling of pub titles and
businesses. Clyde Mooney reports
Following some strong years of trade largely free of the
ache of legislative headwinds, the buying and selling of pub
properties and businesses across Australia is experiencing
unprecedented market conditions.
The hunger is plain to see in Sydney and Melbourne, where
the search for hotel opportunities by several buyer types has
put a serious drain on supply. But Brisbane is still blooming
in this regard, south-east Queensland destined for a similar
trajectory.
CBRE Hotels is one of the most prominent in the pub real
estate space, and recently produced a Pub Trends report
for the first half of 2017, reflecting the company’s national
presence and insights. State specialists collaborated with
PubTIC to examine national trends. (Note: CBRE did not pay
to be part of this feature.)
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NEW SOUTH WALES
Unsurprisingly leading the field, Sydney and NSW have seen
over 40 publicly announced sales this year alone, and the everdownward creep of yields as buyers remain unsated and prices
keep lifting. CBRE’s report confirmed the NSW pubs market is
outperforming all other property sectors in the State. Surprisingly,
in context, this is in fact somewhat subdued in comparison with
2016, but only due to fewer assets coming to market.
The report also cited ‘Discretionary Spending’ growing 2.8%
(YOY) in Q1, although the rate of growth has been slowing since
September 2014. F&B spending also grew, up 5.4%(YOY). Poker
machine permits are currently $275-300k per block, while metro
entitlements are $380-400k and country entitlements $280-300k.
An Emerging Trend for NSW is the sector-leading drive to improve
food offerings, seeing pubs entice quality chefs to their kitchens to
feed into the foodie market, and offer more than just the traditional
service to a continually discerning clientele profile.
Yields (cap rates) in Sydney are now averaging 8 - 8.5% for A-grade
hotels – that is, ones that don’t have hindrances to business such as
a small footprint, limits on trading, or being in an area with too much
competition or a lack of an obvious future growth tangent.

“The Sydney metro market continues to post strong results, and
the buyer pool great depth,” reports CBRE national director Dan
Dragicevich. “We have also seen new entrants to the market this
year*, which is always a positive for the sector.”

couple of hours, and we can get the nine to ten and a bit cap
rate for quality coastal assets, where you typically have both a
substantial land and poker machine holding, sometimes more
transparent trading upside, and a truly growing residential story –
it’s just transplanted outside the Sydney basin.”
NSW is continuing to see infrastructure spend that is improving
access to coastal and regional areas, which is making a
difference to both the viability and values of satellite regions.

The yield squeeze for ‘quality’ metropolitan hotels has resulted
in more and more hoteliers looking outside Sydney. Other cities
such as Newcastle and Wollongong are becoming hubs for the
search spread to good opportunities in surrounding areas.
“They’re saying, ‘why don’t we jump in the car and drive a

“Coastal and regional assets,
you can go in, buy them at a
better cap rate than metro,
and a good operator can
generally see some upside
in the competitive set,”
says Dragicevich. “The risk
is, because of the lack of
underlying property value,
sometimes the exit can be less
transparent.”

Dan Dragicevich
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But with the subdued number of pubs on the market, coupled
with the attractive yield, the migration is self-fulfilling exit worries,
and NSW manager Ben McDonald says the benefits are certainly
getting hoteliers looking.

“We’re seeing both leasehold hotels
and passive freehold investments
snapped up fairly quickly because
of the lack of supply,” notes CBRE’s
Victoria manager Will Connolly.

“They realise that some of these areas are really accessible from
Sydney, and accessibility has improved dramatically.
Places like Newcastle, Wollongong,
even the Shoalhaven region, are
really only a couple of hours away. To
secure an opportunity, it’s not really
far at all. I don’t think people have
taken the time to look previously,”
says McDonald.
“These improvements in
infrastructure, like the Berry bypass,
government realises that some of
Ben McDonald
these centres are going to provide the
real growth for people, in population and housing, so they need
to improve access for people to live and work or commute.
“Also, these areas are often attractive due to the lack of
competition, which is often limited. That’s definitely appealing
when comparing to Sydney or other metro locations.”

“Regional hotels are more of your
first step, and your mum & dad
operators, then metropolitan hotels
as a graduation, and your more
experienced operators.”
Will Connolly

Yields for passive freehold investments in Victoria average four
to six%, even lower than Sydney, exacerbated by the entrenched
trend of holding titles. This was hammered home with the recent
sale of the Abbotsford’s Park Hotel for $3.18m, equating to a
2.6% yield.
“It just goes back to a lack of supply. It’s just been a quiet year
with freehold pubs openly going on market and being available.”
Somewhat against the NSW trend of sale and lease-backs,
Connolly reports plenty of Melbourne operators now seeking to
hold the title in which their booming leaseholds reside.

When looking further afield, McDonald says there are definitely
things to seek and avoid. Particularly in regional areas, not all
bargains are created equal.

“I think it’s just to have the greater freedom in what they want
to do, to be able to own the asset as well, and the bricks and
mortar,” he suggests.

“You want to go in with eyes open on the area itself,” he says.
“You want to feel confident the area is growing, to a degree,
showing some good underlying fundamentals: population
and employment growth, and opportunities, and government
spending. You don’t want a resource-focused town where the
industry is dying and people aren’t spending money.

The Pub Trends report notes Discretionary Spending up across
Victoria, increasing 3.4% in Q1 (YOY), continuing a positive
growth stretch since September 2013. F&B spend saw a big
8.3% growth (YOY), up on the previous quarter also.

“The site location is still a really important one; where you have a
retail presence, and foot traffic, not out in the ‘burbs where there
is no demand or day-trade.
“And key in those areas, you want to have a well-balanced mix
of trade. That’s important everywhere, but especially in smaller
areas because you open yourself to a bigger demographic. A lot
of regional areas the pub is like the living room, so you want to
be able to cater to people – to have a punt, or a nice meal.
“There’s still significant opportunity out there in some really strong
locations, and I think that will keep demand for good pubs strong.”
*Peachtree Hotel, Penrith, sold to developer BHL

Similarly asset values, although stabilising, still show an upward
trend due to the continuing tightly-held market. Within this, there
remains a considerable price gap between A-grade assets –
even those currently ‘undercooked’ but with real upside – and
those with hindrances to performance growth

QUEENSLAND
Did you know?
• Queensland, at 1.853 million square kilometres, could fit
the USA’s Texas 2.7 times
• From the NSW border to the tip of the Cape, Queensland
has almost 3,000 kilometres of Pacific Ocean coastline

VICTORIA

• Western Australia, at 2.646 million square kilometres,
would hold Texas 3.8 times

Melbourne and wider Victoria are also seeing an increase in
buyer demand, including very determined passive investors.
Coupled with its ongoing history of tightly-held freeholds and by
virtue of being the most geographically compact mainland State,
Victoria is seeing the tightest yields in the country and an even
greater tendency of buyer migration to areas outside the capital.

The Sunshine State, being Australia’s second-largest, enjoys
special challenges due to its sheer size. A population of 4.8
million (March 2016), the bulk is in the south-east, 2.3m in
Brisbane, and Queensland hosts a unique blend of opportunity
tempered by the tyranny of distance. CBRE notes investors are
slow to go further coastal, up the ‘risk’ curve.
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“Some astute buyers are actually
looking north now,” prefaces
Queensland senior vice-President
Paul Fraser. “I think the main
barrier for a lot of Sydney and NSW
publicans is just the geography;
they struggle with the distance.
They love Brisbane and the Gold
Coast, because it’s easy to jump on
a plane. It’s an hour from Sydney.
But there is a bit of trepidation with
pubs further north, that logistically
can be harder to operate.”
Paul Fraser

Queensland has also been hit pretty hard by the downturn
in resources, with many mining-centric areas struggling as
economic drivers shift or fade completely. But this is not
universal, with select regions thriving amid healthy tourism
growth and the influx of displaced resource workers.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
The country’s biggest State, with the world’s most remote capital
city, which once led the charge into the ground in the name of
riches, has been in economic flux for the past couple of years.
And like all cycles of ebb and flow, revenues and valuations have
dutifully followed the same trajectory. Discretionary Spending
fell for the third quarter in a row, down 0.7% in Q1 (YOY), and
liquor sales across the State declined 0.9% (YOY), for the fifth
consecutive negative quarter.
This has given rise to a different form of stock shortage, as
owners baulk at divesting at the decreasing prices. The shortage
correspondingly affects any headway by private investor capital,
exacerbating the limited transactional activity.
“The values were set particularly high years ago when Compass
bought up a number of pubs, and everyone thought they’d be
able to sell their pubs to Woolworths or Coles,” offers CBRE’s
WA director Ryan McGinnity.
“This hasn’t eventuated, but many are
still hoping the higher prices might go
on forever. But it just doesn’t work like
that. There’s just not the institutional
investment into Perth. We don’t have
enough venues that are owned by
national groups.”

“The reason people should be looking at these areas is, they
should be seen as counter-cyclical buying,” continues Fraser.
“Economies are actually starting to ramp up again, and you can
buy quality land assets with good land holdings in substantial
areas at a fraction of the price of south-east Queensland.
“Smart operators are looking at buying stock at that sub-$5m
mark, and stamping their operational prowess; getting a great yield
and a great return, and great capital appreciation on their asset.”
Gaming authorities similarly present value in regional precincts
versus Brisbane and surrounds, costing $52-55k, against $160+ in
the south-east. This compounds the barrier to entry for the metro
pubs, 40 machines equating to $8m just in the gaming room.
Hence investor demand is bringing premium prices for prized
s-e Queensland assets*, more frequently involving publicans
backed by private equity. CBRE predicts this will benefit coastal
properties, as stock shortage in the metro regions continues.
The State’s western regions continue to flag at the hand of the
mining downturn, but major projects such as Adani are beginning
to revitalise some, with interest set to pick up in 2018.
“I’m having more conversations with guys about the regional
areas,” says Fraser. “It feels – not confirmed – we are at 6:30 on
the property cycle, and things are going to start picking up again.
There’s a bit of renewed enthusiasm.”
While Queensland Discretionary Spending rose a modest 1.1%
in Q1 (YOY), F&B spending declined marginally, by 0.2%.
Investor trends take the form of interest in the State’s tropical
north and strong tourism growth, manifesting in hubs such as
Cairns, and a rejuvenation of interest in leasehold pubs, due to
the tightly-held s-e market.
*Homestead Tavern, Boondall, sold for $15.6m

Ryan McGinnity

Although the lack of firepower does
mean a tougher landscape for
smaller operators, it also presents an
opportunity, with agile operations finding
less well-capitalised competition.

“We don’t have pokies underpinning with that sort of revenue, so
operators must know what the operation is, and know they need
good food & beverage, otherwise there’s another option down
the street.”
This can be seen in the fact that F&B spending is firmly against
other economic trends, up a hungry 9.7% – the highest figure
since Q4 2012.
In Emerging Trends, suburban pubs are struggling, reducing
hours or even closing, in the wake of rising costs and declining
patronage. And, breakfast and brunch is becoming the preferred
social outing, bolstered by the lower cost.
“Operators just need to be more mindful of people’s disposable
income and where they spend their money. People are looking
for value, and there might be opportunities in opening a little
earlier.
“I think we’ve been through the worst over here. There is a
renewed confidence in Western Australia and the commercial
property market, which is flowing through to people’s confidence
in their jobs, which will ultimately lead to higher discretionary
spending again.”
September 2017 PubTIC | 13
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THE BIG PICTURE
The past year has seen some big, even national portfolios sell
down, such as Lantern and Keystone, and the in-progress
Riversdale, but as these conclude, CBRE national director
Dragicevich expects current asset stock levels to remain
fairly consistent, with owners continuing to take advantage of
aggressive buying.
State-by-state opportunities vary, with Victoria the stand-out in
terms of influencing factors shaping results.
“The market in Victoria is so tightly held,” offers Dragicevich.
“When going concern assets do come up, operators recognise
the scarcity of the offering. It’s simple supply and demand, and
the fact that the market is so consolidated there.
“The National pubs market is obviously very different across
the States, but you could make the comment that sentiment is
generally very positive, outside interest in the sector continues
for both leasehold and freehold assets, and the banks are willing
to lend. Those industry players that are already in and have
exposure are continually re-investing, and are often leading the
pack for new acquisitions, which is a great barometer for the
strength of the market and the industry generally.”
14 | September 2017 PubTIC
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More the Merrier
A festival offers an invaluable opportunity to bring in
– or create – new business. Kylie Kennedy reports
It’s no secret Australia is home to some of the wackiest
festivals, from mouse and camel races, Elvis impersonators,
tuna tossing, gumboot throwing, to pumpkin rolling, sheep
running and melon skiing, it seems the quirkier, the better.
There are far too many events to mention in story, but we offer
a glimpse at some of the festivals happening around the nation,
and how local pubs are benefiting.

VEGIE FESTIVALS

makeshift shoes and slide along a melon mush course. Other
unusual competitions include pip spitting and the Melon Dash
for Cash. There is also a rodeo, a kid’s movie night, bike stunt
shows, markets, a street parade, and so much more.
Club Hotel was a sponsor of the festival, and held what the
Northern Star paper described as the “biggest party at the
Melon Fest 2017”. The venue became a makeshift beach,
bringing in 40 tonnes of sand, two bands, DJs and headline act
Busby Marou to the beach party. The Club and Commercial
Hotels have been involved in the Melon Fest for eight years,
which continues to lure visitors in astounding numbers, as it
gains recognition internationally.

A good event can put a small town on a tourist map and
substantially increase the visitor intake for the given weekend,
which is great news for the local businesses. The Melon
Fest injected $3.5 million into the small Queensland town of
Chinchilla, now known as the melon capital. The population of
5,487 (2011 census) temporarily swells to about 20,000 during
the biannual February festival. There are some unique activities
to celebrate the area’s melon farming, such as the melon ski,
where participants carve holes into watermelons to use as

Did you know a watermelon is actually a vegetable, not a fruit,
and is in the same family as pumpkins? This useless fact is
a segue into another of Queensland’s quirky food-inspired
events, the Goomeri Pumpkin Festival.
Goomeri is a small western Queensland town with some 500
residents, but the last Sunday in May sees 15,000 visitors
arrive to celebrate pumpkins. There is a parade, stalls, pumpkin
bowls and shotput, a pumpkin pageant, and pumpkin fudge,
but the drawcard is the ‘Great Australian Pumpkin Roll’ where
Goomeri festival pumpkin roll. Image: Tourism Qld
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The Bushwackers, playing at Pub Group’s Longyard Hotel

hundreds of pumpkins go careening and splattering down
Policeman’s Hill.
The festival started in 1997 to boost town morale and the
economy after a drought. As pumpkins are grown in the area,
it seemed an obvious theme. The inaugural year saw 1,000
people; it is now in Queensland’s top 150 Must-Dos.
It is the busiest weekend for the town’s local pub, Joe’s Grand
Hotel, which throws itself wholeheartedly into festival spirit,
hosting live entertainment over the weekend and inviting local
organisations and charities to come and run raffles.

can also enjoy a 4x4 track, street parade and a strongman
competition. 13 hotels across Tamworth get involved as official
venues, offering both free and ticketed events and bringing in a
wealth of new business. The Pub Group own and operate four –
The Pub, Southgate Inn, Family Hotel and Longyard Hotel, plus
Moonshiners Honky Tonk Bar.
The Group had 209 individual acts/shows on the program,
running from 7am until late, with the majority free entry.
Tamworth Festival Manager Barry Harley is all praise, “The Pub
Group venues are a well-respected hub of the traditional and
also the cutting-edge of country music in Australia. They are the
place to go if you are a serious country music fan, or completely
inexperienced with country music and want to learn more.”
Group director Craig Power says it’s the most exciting and
highest-trading period of the year. “It’s a massive operation
for our administration office. Last year we sold 6,740 tickets –
excluding online sales – most through our head office, which we
man for the ten days. Our largest venues can have 500 to 800
customers at one time, and up to 1,000 on the busier days.”
They employ hundreds of staff during the festival to cater for the
increased volume of patrons. Food sales continue to grow, with
one of their kitchens serving 400 breakfasts every day during
the festival. The Pub Group pride themselves on being part of a

MUSIC FESTIVALS
Tamworth’s Country Music Festival is the largest and longestrunning event in Australia: ten days, 2,800 events, over 800 artists,
and 120 venues, attracting approximately 50,000 people for the
“music, the people, the fun, the pubs… and the pretty girls”.
Forbes rated it #8 of The World’s Coolest Music Festivals (2007).
From the glitter of the Golden Guitar Awards red carpet night to
the talented hopefuls busking in Peel Street, there is something
for everyone. Not just line-dancing and country tunes, crowds
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global brand, Tamworth known around the world as the Country
Music Capital of Australia.
“We have people employed all year ‘round to put each festival
together. We meet with all our venue managers, office staff and
seniors straight after each festival to go through reports and
decide on our path and the bands for the following year.”
Not quite as large but nonetheless well-loved, the NSW
Central Coast Country Music Festival held at The Entrance and
surrounds is one of the most popular events in this seaside town.
The Lakes Hotel is an official country music venue, with bands
playing here during the event.
For publican Gary Narvo, the festival helps showcase the
Hotel to a wider audience. As The Lakes also offers pub-style
accommodation, the influx of visitors is extra profitable
“It gets very busy during the Country Music Festival, all our
rooms are booked out.”

RECORD BREAKING
The World’s Greatest Pub Fest is a much-anticipated event for
Maryborough, Queensland. In a celebration of the social role the
town’s pubs have played in the area, festival passport holders
hop on and off free shuttle buses between venues.
In 2005, the town set the first Guinness World Record for the
most people on a pub crawl, with 1,198 participants. After
upping its own record, it was stolen by London, then reclaimed
before in 2013 Kansas City claimed and still holds it.

MAKE YOUR OWN
No festivals being held in the local area? Some pubs simply host
their own.
The Short Group’s Australian Heritage Hotel in The Rocks is in
its 13th year of hosting its popular Beer Festival. Beginning as
a few stalls of local brewers and home enthusiasts plying their
wares out front, “it has grown into a 38-brewer event from every
state, wrapping the whole hotel to the end of Gloucester Street,”
boasts general manager Lincoln Baker. “[But] the focus on
independent Australian craft remains the same, and is what we
are all about.”

Festival weekend is the busiest of the year for the Grand

food stalls, and this is a popular day out for locals and tourists.
This year’s event in June was even bigger, offering over 100
varieties of craft beer and cider from over 20 brewers, plus a
post-recovery day, named The Hair of the Goat.
PHMG’s Narellan Hotel in Sydney’s south-west recently hosted
its inaugural Beer and Cider festival, with stalls showcasing
the region’s best brews. The crowd enjoyed live music, roving
performers and a metre-long hot dog, and things got messy in
the chicken wing-eating competition. The success sees plans for
the 2018 event already underway.
Adelaide’s Victoria Square was recently home to a tantalising
spread of modern pub cuisine at the inaugural Pub Grub Festival.
Event creator Josh O’Shaughnessy wanted an affair to showcase
the quality of pub cuisine in Adelaide, combined with South
Australian craft beers, live music and kids’ entertainment.
Pubs including Saracens Head Hotel, Gilbert St Hotel, Publishers
Hotel, Republic, Oxford Hotel, Lady Daly Hotel, Seven Stars
Hotel, and the Prince Albert Hotel all jumped on board to

Baker enjoys the coming together of the craft community. “We
work with these people all year, and to get everyone together
and have a big old celebration is a lot of fun. Everyone involved
is so passionate.”
The three-day October festival boasts brewer battles, blind
tastings and food stalls, and has become important to the Hotel.
“It’s events like this, Australia Day and ANZAC Day that really put
us on the map and make it such a special place. It is important to
keep the Australian Hotel on the craft map.”
The Central Coast Beer and Cider Festival at Kincumber Hotel
and in its sixth year. Last year it enjoyed a crowd of 1,800
visitors, sampling local and regional brews. Cue live music and
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Iris Group –
In Development
Arguably Australia’s pioneering pub-developer, Iris Capital
and Hospitality Management, led by Sam Arnaout and the
newly appointed Craig Hibbard, discussed the burgeoning
pub-plus projects popping up around the country – in which
they specialise. Clyde Mooney reports

Beginning in 1995, Iris boasts no equity partners – the name,
coming from Independently Rising In Strength, reflecting this.
Since then it has executed over two-dozen successful hotel and
development projects, with a strong pipeline of more in the works.
Pubs, developers and ambitious operators around Australia
have increasingly begun to ponder the money to be made from
the underlying land value of pub assets, frequently occupying
generous blocks and/or prime locations.
For some time Iris were pretty much the only publican
developer exploring this market, but hungry investment and
more sophisticated special vehicle funding and operational
arrangements are seeing the phenomena become a driving force,
particularly in Sydney and Melbourne (to date).

Craig Hibbard and Sam Arnaout at Iris’ office

Sam Arnaout’s Iris Capital is a unique force in the Australian
pub industry, being one of the first and probably most influential
integrated development and hospitality groups. Iris cites “a
passion for creating places people love”, being profitable vertical
business opportunities merging the best of hospitality with
community-minded construction projects.
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Iris has recently taken on a new General Manager, Craig Hibbard.
Hibbard began his working career as a contract administrator
cadet for construction giant Walker Corp. By 19 he had moved
into hospitality, becoming GM of Martin Place bar, then GM
at the last of Mike Willessee’s former string of pubs, Darling
Harbour’s Watershed Hotel, both with “heaving nightclubs”. After
this came the opening of the hugely successful Pizza Maria in
Darlinghurst, then a stint in music festivals with ISEC Security
before four years with Merivale, the first three helping to establish
ivy, then as GM and licensee of the Beresford, garnering a strong
understanding of how the trailblazing group does business.
From here Hibbard went into real estate with Property Partnerships
Australia (PPA), even selling some pubs before settling into
the specialised world of retail leasing in the Sydney CBD and
North Sydney. As GM, Iris leverages his acquired skillsets in
construction, hospitality operations and commercial property.

MAJOR FEATURE
M1 North Connex will see passage from the Sydney CBD to
Newcastle in under two hours. If the proposed high-speed rail
goes ahead, it could take less time than a train to Parramatta.
The retail component of East End will be launched in the new
year, which will involve careful selection of tenants, to establish
the basis of the live precinct.
“We’ve spent nine months now working with government
architects and the city, evolving a design excellence process that
ultimately will see 700 units and about 10,000sqm of commercial
retail in the city centre, so it’s quite a substantial development,”
says Arnaout.
Artist’s impression of the Hurlstone Park Hotel redevelopment

BUILD IT AND THEY
WILL COME

An evolution of the traditional apartment complex or commercial
high-rise, many of the high-quality developments appearing
on pub sites are mixed-use, featuring hospitality and/or retail
and even commercial space within a structure topped with any
number of residents, who double as a live-in client base.
Iris is currently working two straight examples of this. Hurlstone
Park is now at B1 in the construction of a three-level basement,
to be below a five-storey mixed use development with the new
Hurlstone Park Hotel on the ground floor and 42 units above.
Similarly, Bondi Junction’s Cock ‘n Bull is going through a $17m
redevelopment, adding retail, accommodation and residential
space to the prominent corner pub. Eastern suburbs’ appeal and
flash interiors by Bates Smart are bolstering a lot of interest in
the residences, currently being pre-sold.
“They’re the two live projects as we speak, but absolutely the
biggest project for the group, our flagship development, is the
Newcastle CBD,” states Arnaout. “We were fortunate enough to win
the tender through Urban Growth. They chose Iris specifically for
our combination of hospitality and development techniques.”
Newcastle’s huge ‘East End’ project is slated to unfold over the next
five years. Stage one of four was recently announced to the public,
a successful launch preceded by a VIP night attended by the Mayor
and the CEO of Hunter Development Corporation, and around 130
community stakeholders. Geographically blessed, just one block
from Newcastle harbour and two blocks from the beach, centred
in the city’s historic precinct, East End has understandably already
drawn a lot of buyer interest, including around a third of enquiries
coming from Sydney.

“It’s going to have a bit of everything,” adds Hibbard. “The
Newcastle people seem to be embracing it, and the town’s been
quite dormant for some time. It’s absolutely beautiful. You can’t
find stuff like this.”

OPPORTUNITY
CREATION
Amid its building and planning, Iris recently sold its freehold
of the Clovelly, and freehold going concern of Parramatta’s
Crown Hotel. But almost stereotypically of the group, both hold
development potential; the Clovelly a 1700-metre block on the
beach that may one day see an additional 40-odd hotel rooms,
the Crown holding gateway determination for a 150-metre tall
40-something storey resi tower, linking the massive Philip Street
development to Church St, prompting the $50m purchase by
developer Coronation property. In 2015 Iris divested the Mercure
complex in Kings Cross it had bought for $65m to a Chinese
developer for $170m, having secured a huge trophy-residence
DA for the 19-storey structure.
These value-add sales are one tactic Iris has incorporated into
its repertoire, alongside solid pub operations and full-scale
builds. The synergies are realised by the right mix of focus and
investment, from a company that still considers itself hoteliers at
heart.
Counter-balancing sales, Iris has recently acquired Gallaghers’
Hurstville pub the Tiger Bar, which holds a gazetted 40-metre
redevelopment height. Similarly, the Lakemba Hotel saw a move

East End covers a massive 1.62Ha, across four city blocks. It is
the largest ever master-planned mixed-use site for the city and
will feature cafés, restaurants, fashion, a florist, bank(s), health
businesses, amongst 700 residential apartments, to create a ‘live
precinct’. Courtyards and gardens will link the new and historic
buildings, and beautiful old façades will be integrated and extended.
Coinciding with the increased residential and commercial interest
in areas satellite to the NSW capital, the under-construction

Tiger Bar, Hurstville
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toward a redevelopment, with public consultation and matters
before the Land & Environment court.
“I think we’re certainly emphasising a bit more on our
development arm, but we’re still very much involved in and
passionate about the hospitality industry,” states Arnaout.
“With Tiger, we’re squarely focused on the pub operation and
at some stage in its near future it could very well become a
development site, because it has that potential and underlying
value. Invariably, all our pub sites are hybrid pub/development
sites at some stage.
“What we’re looking to do at Lakemba is reposition it as a pub
for the next couple of years. The Canterbury-Bankstown corridor
has been identified as a strategic precinct, and the Lakemba
Hotel fits within that strategic zone, so we’ll reposition the hotel
for now and work on its development opportunity in the mediumterm.
“It’s the only pub in town. From a gaming perspective it’s solid,
and we feel we can get a good return on our investment in the
short- to medium-term, and in the longer-term its highest and
best use will ultimately become a development.”
Arnaout acknowledges the synergies of being a hotel operator
and a developer, most notably that cashflow is maximised on the
development asset up until construction begins, and resumes
almost immediately after construction is complete, bolstering the
newly-created greater asset.
“It’s a pretty streamlined formula … but equally, it’s not one

Iris also owns a line of five properties in Kings Cross, including
The Bourbon and the Empire Hotel
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that is that seamless” says Arnaout. “There’s a lot of effort
that goes into it; a lot of planning, a lot of jousting involved in
getting developments from a vision to a concept to a plan to an
approval, from an approval to a negotiated building outcome,
through to a development that is ultimately sold, delivered and
occupied. That’s a massive, long process that not everyone has
the gumption nor the resources to do.
“We’re set up for it, our vehicle and team has been well-trained in
delivering both parts of the business. That’s where Craig comes
into the fold, with his capacity to sit on both sides of the camp.
His property experience and his hospitality experience were both
in the decision to bring Craig into the team.”
The East End embodies the kind of selective management of
both the project and manicured retail tenancies that require
experience such as Hibbard’s.
“Most developers take the cream out of the development at the
top, and whatever happens to the retail happens, where being
publicans, we look at it a different way. In hospitality you’re a
retailer, right? The retail is pretty much where it starts.
“Public domain in any development is a key ingredient to getting
success out of a town centre, and if you don’t get that mix right
and you don’t put a lot of thought into ultimately delivering what
is going to be a community village, that community doesn’t
become a village, it just becomes redundant place. We see the
retail as an opportunity to create a great place. The development
is born from the ground up.”

MAJOR FEATURE

In early 2016 Iris bought Parramatta’s Mercure Hotel complex

While Iris takes pride in its publican roots, it won’t remain
completely restricted to pub redevelopments. Such is the case
with East End, which won’t have a hotel.
“We wouldn’t look at a straight residential development that
didn’t have a form of retail/hospitality,” clarified Arnaout. “We like
the mixed-use developments, something that’s got a shade of
grey in it. We don’t want a straight vanilla development, we like
to pride ourselves on being the point of difference.
“But we still see ourselves as buyers of pubs, just at the moment
opportunities to buy pubs that would fit in with our philosophy
are few and far between. We’ll always re-evaluate from time to
time, and as it makes sense, to buy or sell, we’ll take advantage.”
Currently holding over a dozen pubs on the books, all in the
Sydney metro, Arnaout doesn’t rule out exploring the capital
flight up the coast observed in other acquisitive groups.
“I can sit and say to you ‘no’, as it’s not immediately on our radar.
But that doesn’t mean it wouldn’t be something we’d consider, if
and when an opportunity presented itself.”
Iris works to “share the love equally” between finance providers,
and reports a continued appetite amongst them, but Arnaout is
wary of complacency to sustained good-times, and sees some
change on the horizon.
“I haven’t found the banks have done any tightening in the hotel
lending space, they are still sourcing good operators with good
balance sheets for good assets. But the caps are always being
challenged by banks and valuers, who these days are always
having the argument on cap versus value.

still seeing some steady growth across the board year-on-year,
but if people are buying pubs on today’s yields with long-term
views, they need to have a view on how they’re going to get
more value out of the asset, or use more equity.
“It’s very dangerous buying a pub at seven per cent and
leveraging it up to maximum LVRs with a view to tread water for
the next five years. I think that’s problematic. Certainly everything
needs to be measured by yield in the first instance, but if you see
yourself as being able to turn an asset into something, then the
yield becomes secondary. If your model is passive, and all you’re
doing is buying income on today’s yields and expecting today’s
interest rates to be there in perpetuity, I think that’s a very toxic
business.
“We’re at historically low cap rates because we’re at historically
low interest rates. We’re going to see rates increase; might not
be in the next 12 months, but certainly in the next 24 months,
and that will put indirect pressure on retail and discretionary
spending, as household debt is at an all-time high.
“Historically with pubs the buyer pool has been small, but there
are more groups looking to get into the market. A lot more funds
emerging. The more of these guys get into the market, the better,
in my opinion, because they can make sure these prices are
solid; trading in a commercial institutional space. They’re also the
guys that are going to do some of the heavy lifting for us.”
Already holding fingers in pub, construction and retail pies,
PubTIC asked what else is on the menu in Iris’ future.
“Just the paddock-to-plate drive, mate,” drops Arnaout.
“You know I’ve got a cattle farm, right?”

“Gaming revenues are still solid in pubs, not so in clubs. We’re
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in 2013, reopening late 2014 as The Collaroy, going on to win
Best Redeveloped Hotel at both the AHA NSW and National
Awards for Excellence.
After a top-to-bottom turnaround and just a year’s ownership,
Jaz Mooney’s Pelathon Pub Group (PPG) has flipped its
re-branded Orana Hotel in Lake Macquarie, ushering in new
local veterans. PPG swooped on the receivership purchase
of Blacksmiths’ flagging New Orana Hotel mid-2016 and
executed a full body makeover, with refurbishment throughout
the main bar, bistro, outdoor area and bottleshop, and new
gaming room for the 11 EGMs.
The as-yet unnamed buyers are said to be local veterans, with
other hotel assets in regional NSW, but the Orana will be their
The Collaroy

BOUGHT & SOLD

focus, bringing the 24-7 attention that really only comes with an
owner-operator.
Not afraid to buy, sell and move on, Pelathon continues to

Laundy group has capitalised on the market for coastal freehold

hold a healthy portfolio in both metro and regional NSW and

properties, divesting the big-format live music haven Bateau

Queensland, and brings a unique perspective to a market that

Bay Hotel for circa $13m to a growing local operator.

has been running hot for almost too long.

The Laundy Hotel Group purchased the Bateau Bay Hotel

Well-known publican Steven Hunt bought the Ocean View

(BBH) in early 2015 for around $11m, almost immediately after

Hotel in an impulse deal that saw him prepare and take over

buying the idyllic Tea Gardens Hotel, since on-sold to patriarch

the pub in just three days. Heading to Coffs Harbour, Hunt got

Arthur Laundy’s nephew Ben Hanson.
These were precursor to the Group’s central coast purchases
of the Long Jetty later in 2015, both the Settlers Tavern and
Crowne Plaza Terrigal in February 2016, and Swansea Hotel
in September 2016, Laundy describing the regional acquisitions
as “real value” in light of tightening Sydney yields.
Juggling plans including construction of his first greenfield
pub, with onsite craft brewery, Laundy says the BBH was one
big operation more than they needed.
“It’s been a solid business, but given we’ve got a few projects
on the go at the moment we thought it was the right time to
sell. We wish the owners the best of luck with their acquisition.”
Justin Hemmes says Merivale has strengthened its northern
beaches “destination” portfolio with the $21m purchase of
Mitchell Waugh and PHMG’s The Collaroy.
“I think Collaroy itself is a community that has needs, so the
immediate goal is to create something for the Collaroy basin
there. But to me, this site feels like Coogee Pavilion … it’s
an iconic location, it’s right on the beach and there’s a great

a surprise call from John Gleeson, freehold owner of a pub he
had previously looked at in Urunga, just 20 minutes’ south.
Gleeson’s father built the Hotel in the 20s. He had been in
final stages of selling a new lease when the deal fell through.
Gleeson wanted him to move in the following Monday – just
four days away – leaving just one working day to arrange
finances, and essentials such as EFTPOS, the ATM and TAB.
Hunt says the pub overlooks the Bellinger River where it meets
the Pacific, with pristine beaches and crystal-clear water and
he “fell in love with the place”. After some string-pulling and
help from the incumbent, everything including a new corporate
entity was arranged by Monday, and trading began under the
new ownership.
A syndicate of six investors including Paul Hogan has signed
on to buy New Farm’s big Queens Arms Hotel for a reported
$21 million. QAP Holdings is headed by Sydney publican Peter
Ashelford and businessman Nick Politis – auto industry titan
and chairman of the Sydney Roosters.

local community that needs a place to go. I think we can do

The Queens Arms – known as the QA Hotel – was previously

something similar to Coogee.”

owned by rugby league legend Arthur “Artie” Beetson, but the

Mitchell Waugh and a group of investors purchased the (former)

vendor to QAP was Chris and Lou Condon, who purchased it

Surf Rock Hotel for $7.5 million in 2010 at a receivership

in 2009 and recently executed a $5m renovation, incorporating

auction. The Group spent $6m on a transformative renovation

new interiors into the 130-year-old heritage building.
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NEW BEGINNINGS

IN THE COURTS
A publican that defrauded the TAB of more than $22,000 in
order to pay wages and bills was found guilty and sentenced to
corrections orders.
David Anthony Brace was manager at the Red Steer Hotel-Motel
and Palm & Pawn Tavern, in Wagga Wagga, working for an owner
who resided in Queensland. He reportedly issued himself $22,380
of vouchers across multiple occasions between 15 March and 11
April this year, taking them to other TAB outlets in the area to cash.

Misfits, Redfern

The drought has broken in Victoria, as the sleepy town of
Woomelang celebrates the quiet yet triumphant return of its only
pub.

The deceptions were detected by the TAB when both pubs
rejected weekly settlement statements more than once. Brace
was subsequently charged with dishonestly obtaining a financial
advantage by deception, even though all the money was
reportedly repaid on 19 April.
Police described him as fully cooperative, and readily confessed
to the crime. He appeared in Wagga Court in June, pleaded

In 2014, Graham and Lisa Shore embarked from Brisbane on a
long-awaited caravan expedition around Australia scheduled for
three months that stretched into twelve. The couple also had the
goal of finding a stagnant country pub to reinvigorate and run and
call their own, trading on Graham’s diploma of hotel management
and time spent working and running pubs in WA until his early 20s.
Woomelang’s Commercial Hotel in Victoria’s Mallee region closed
in 2013, leaving residents and surrounds without a watering hole
and public meeting place.
Having traversed most of the country, the Shores made
approaches on the vacant pub and soon owned it outright, taking
possession October 2015. A comprehensive make-over expected
to take around six months took 21 months, with Graham and Lisa
doing almost everything themselves, but saw the old structure
sporting a new bar and commercial kitchen and revitalised areas
such as the old Lounge at the renamed Woomelang Hotel.
Marty Short’s group has taken an eclectic step to the left with the
unveiling of the quirky and retro-inspired Misfits, in the former Mr
Mary’s in the Courthouse Hotel, Redfern. W. Short Hotel Group
(WSHG) bought the tired Courthouse last September. Built in
the 1920s and long operated by Tooths & Co, the Hotel had seen
much reinvention; in recent years the licensed premises occupying
upstairs and part of street level, alongside retail tenants.
Misfits, in the upper floor, comprises five different but integrated
spaces over split levels, with a lively bar flowing through to relaxed
dining areas. There is private dining and a laid-back cocktail
lounge, and a rooftop terrace, looking west toward Sydney
University.
The new bar-dining venue is the second in Redfern for WSHG,
following its successful reinvention of the Tudor Hotel, bought in
early 2015. The drinking and dining is within a fitout based in a
“bit of 60s” and a “great deal of 70s” with retro colours and neon
highlighting polished panelling and leather furniture.
“It’s a bit of fun,” says Short.

Spoils of the great Rozelle safe heist

guilty and was sentenced to two concurrent nine-month intensive
corrections orders, involving 32 hours of community service each
month.
It is alleged a 44-year-old man broke into a pub on Victoria Road
at Rozelle around 4:15am on the morning of 1 August, stealing
cash, documents and a safe estimated to weigh hundreds of
kilograms.
Six hours later, around 10:15, NSW Police reported the case of a
very determined man spotted attempting to manoeuvre a large
safe down Victoria Road in a shopping trolley. It is not known how
he managed to get the large and very heavy unit into the trolley, let
alone where or how far he intended to take it.
The thief was arrested and is facing charges.
Further investigation saw him charged with a previous break-in
at the same hotel on 17 June, where he allegedly stole items
including keys and a cash register.
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